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Abstract-This paper introduces an extension of the classical BDF formulae, which Integrate, 
wrthout local truncation error, homogeneous hnear ODES with constant coefficients In particular, 
they integrate exactly scalar lmear equations whose characterlstlc roots have a large stiffness ratlo 
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1. INTRODUCTION ’ 
Let us consider, m the closed fimte mterval [a, b], the scalar IVP 
P(D)Y(S) = f(G Y, Y', 7 Yrn3 D=$, 
Y(U) = Yo, (m-1) , Y+l)(a) = Yo 7 
where f 1s a contmuous function with contmuous derrvatrves towards a certam order m + k and 
sat&mg all condrtrons for the existence and uniqueness of solutron, and P(D) 1s the operator 
(D - XI) (D - A,), X1, X, being either real or conjugated complex constants 
When the characterrstrc roots of P(Z) have negative real part and large radius the problem can 
be considered as stiff Backward drfferentratron formulae (BDF) are the most popular tools for 
the numerical mtegratron of (1) However, due to the partrcular shape of the stability regions, 
the available orders are from 1 to 5 
Many unconventronal classes of methods have been proposed since the works of [l] until our 
days [2-41 lookmg for either good stability properties or higher orders The first work must have 
a special mention m this paper, because rt was the pioneer m opening a line of research the 
adapted multrstep methods These methods exactly integrate wrthout truncation error certain 
predetermined space of functions In the integration of stiff problems, the methods integrate 
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exactly linear combmatlons of real exponential m several parameters We can take, for instance, 
this space of functions as the solution of the homogeneous operator P(D)Y = 0 However, 
although the methods were designed to integrate stiff problems, none of them were stated m 
terms of BDF, they used instead, Adams formulae 
It 1s our aim to formulate adapted methods m BDF form for the scalar case and study the 
improvements of these formulations 
2. HIGHER-ORDER EXPLICIT AND IMPLICIT METHODS 
Followmg Vlgo-Agmar and Ferrandlz [5], we consider the difference equation 
L(E)Up = 0, E&J = up+19 
uo=yo, , &Z-l = Ym-1, 
(2) 
where L(E) = (E-exlh) (E- eXvrLh), because the sequence (y~)~ = y~(a +ph), p E N, YH(Z) 
IS the solution of the homogeneous problem deduced from (1) by setting f = 0 This recurrence 
defines a backward difference 
In order to construct a BDF method, which exactly mtegrates the homogeneous problem (1) 
and has the maximum algebrtic order [6], we proceed by symbolically wrltmg hD = log(E) Let 
F’(X) be the polynomial (X - Xlh) (X - X,h) and V the backward difference operator, that 1s 
to say, V”fP = fP, Vj+l f, = ‘173 f, - VJ fp-lr this operator satisfies V = I - E-l, I being the 
identity Then 
h”f (2, y(s)) = &hD)y(z) = @log(E))(T - V)-m 
$%))Y(‘) (4 
To write (4) m terms of the differences of y(x) at a point it: - sh, s E Z, it must be remembered 
that 
with which we obtam 
y(z) = E’y(a: - sh) = (I - V)-‘y(z - sh), (5) 
VP(D)(I - V)-,-’ 
P( - log(1 - V)) 
L(I,(I _ v)) Y(x - sh) = hmf (xc,Y(x)) 
Consequently, conwdermg, for each s given, the multlstep method of ns = max(m + Ic, m + s) 
steps 
VP(D) k/33v3Yp = hmfp-,, (7) 
3=0 
the coefficients P3 (dependent on Xlh, ,X,h) being those which are obtained through the 
McLaurm series about t = 0 of the generatmg function 
that 1s analytic at t = 0 
In the same way, we can deduce 
VP(D) & P3(n)V”(D”v)p = hmfp-m 
po 
where the coefficients &(n) are obtamed through the McLaurm series about 5 
G,,,(<, Xlh, , A,&) = G,(t, Xlh, , h&)(- logO - E))^ 
that 1s analytic at < = 0 
(8) 
(9) 
0 of = 
(10) 
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THEOREM 1 For each s given, the mult&ep method of ns steps given by (7) and (8) 1s consistent 
of order k + 1 Its local truncation error can be expressed m the form 
LA(Y, h)(x) = h”+“+lck+l {P(qDk+lY(x)} + 0 (hm+k+2) (11) 
Moreover, such a method Integrates, wlthout local truncation error, problems (1) m the cases 
where f(x) belongs to the space generated by the hnear combmatlons of 1, x,x2, , xkel 
PROOF The proof 1s slmllar to that of Theorem 2 1 of Vlgo-Agmar and Ferrandlz [5] 
COROLLARY 2 If we divide the solution of (1) mto As homogeneous component ye and a 
particular solution ye, y(x) = ye + ye, then for each s given, the m&step method (7) 
and (8) IS consistent of order k + 1, and As local truncation error 1s of the form 
LA(Y, h)(X) = hm+“+‘Ck+l {~(~)~“+‘yF(x)} + 0 (h”+k+2) (12) 
REMARK 2 1 In the case of a perturbed problem where ye = O(E) m a certam time Interval, 
being E a small perturbation parameter, equation (12) mdlcates that CA contams a factor of O(E) 
as well as O(hm+“+l ), which brings about a clear shrmkmg of the error 
Figure 1 Solution 
BDF Order 2 
Figure 2 BDF order 1, h = 0 1 
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Adapted BDF k=l 
X 
Figure 3 Adapted-BDF k = 1, h = 0 1 
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Figure 4 Error for BDF order 2 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Let us consider a numerical example with the nonhnear stiff problem, that appears m [2] We 
consider the followmg problem 
y' = -yvpTiEs, ~(0) = a (13) 
The solution m terms of the mltml condltlon 1s gven by 
200a( 100 + Ja2 + 1000O)elOOZ 
y(Z) = (100 + da2 + 10000)2e200Z - a2 
The solution for a = -200, -150, -100, -50,50,100,150,200, 1s shown m Figure 1 
We proceed to hnearlze the equation expanding f m its Taylor series m zero and neglecting all 
nonlinear terms y’ = g(O) y = -100 y 
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Figure 5 Error for adapted-BDF k = 1 
We apply the adapted-BDF methods for equation 
y’ + 100 y = -y (&jGiG66 - 100) 
We compare the classical BDF with order 2 (error oscillates between 0 and 100) and the 
adapted-BDF method for k = 1 (error x 10m8), both with fixed step h = 0 1 Figures 2-5 show 
the plots of the solutions and the plot of the errors We obtam slmllar results for higher orders 
Note that the derivative with respect to y of the function f(y) = -y&%?-%% m (14) 1s given 
by fY = (-2(y2 + lOOOO))/(~&=%%), and therefore, for the range of values of the u-&al 
condltlon a we are consldermg, we have that fV z -100 < 0 along the integration and so the 
solutions of this nonlinear stiff problem show a contractlve behavlour The numerical solutions 
we get from our method show also this contractlve behavlour 
Fmally, we like to mention that our adapted BDF method 1s not intended for the case of g If 
the fixed point 1s 0 
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